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SUGGESTION: IT MAY BE HELPFUL TO FIRST READ EXHIBIT A (PAGES 6-7).  
 

1. Contracting Parties 
This contract, dated as of [DATE] (the “Effective Date”), binds the following parties: 
 
1.1. Love Thinks LLC located in San Clemente, California. (“Love Thinks”). The contact persons 
designated by this party is: John Van Epp (info@lovethinks.com).  
 
1.2. The [NAME] located in [ADDRESS], [CITY], [COUNTRY]. (“The Church”). The contact 
person designated by this party is: [NAME] ([EMAIL]).  
 
(individually referred to as “Party” and collectively as “Parties”). 
 

2. Terms and Conditions 
 

2.1. Aim of the Contract 
Love Thinks has developed and owns the RAM Series, which is based on Love Thinks’ proprietary 
Relationship Attachment Model (“RAM”) and includes but is not limited to sermons, small group 
video-based studies and Discussion Guides for singles and couples, elementary and youth 
materials, multi-media content, reading materials, assessment questions, small group discussion 
questions, games, activities and other education materials (the “Assets”).  
 
The Parties have agreed that Love Thinks will provide or make accessible such Assets to the 
Church to be used to educate and improve godly and healthy relationships of those who attend 
the Church (the “Purpose”).  
 

2.2. Licensing  
Love Thinks will retain all Proprietary Rights that it may have in and to the Furnished Materials 
provided or made accessible by Love Thinks to the Church. “Furnished Materials” means any 
content, information, materials and items provided or made accessible by one Party to the other 
Party pursuant to this Agreement, including the Assets, handouts, advertisements, links, text, 
images, audio, video and other copyright works, and software, tools, technologies and other 
functional items. “Proprietary Right” means any patent, copyright, trademark, service mark, mask 
work, trade secret or other intellectual property or proprietary right. 
 
In consideration for the payment of fees set forth in Section 2.3, and subject to the terms of this 
Agreement, Love Thinks hereby grants to the Church a non-transferable, non-exclusive license 
during the Term to use the Furnished Materials in connection solely with the Purpose; provided 
that the Furnished Materials shall not be made available online by the Church or distributed to 
others outside of the Church by any means. The Church may use the Furnished Materials to 
create sermons based on the Furnished Materials (which includes the RAM), and the Church may 
make only the video or audio of those sermons available online; provided, however, that the 
Church (i) must include a Proprietary Right notice provided by Love Thinks at the beginning of 
any such audio or video and (ii) must not sell or otherwise distribute Furnished Materials (including 
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created sermons) in written, audio, video or in any other form for pecuniary gain or any other 
purpose without the express written consent of Love Thinks. For the avoidance of doubt, the 
Furnished Materials may not be used or distributed by the Church for any other purpose (including 
creating any derivative works). 
 
For the avoidance of doubt, all rights not specifically granted by the foregoing are reserved to 
Love Thinks or the Church, as applicable, and no title to or ownership of any of the Furnished 
Materials, Logos or any associated Proprietary Rights therein is transferred to the other Party 
under this Agreement. 
 

2.3. Fees 
 
In connection with this Agreement, the Church shall pay to Love Thinks the agreed upon price of 
any Furnished Materials within 30 days following the receipt of a Love Thinks invoice for any order 
by the Church of Furnished Materials unless otherwise agreed in writing by Love Thinks (the 
“Fee”) If there is any delay in the payment, Love Thinks has the right to charge the Church a 
2.75% penalty for every month of late payment.  
 

2.4 Return Policy 
Love Thinks will refund the Fee for any Discussion Guides with mini-RAMs that the Church returns 
in their original, unused condition. Return shipping costs are the responsibility of the Church, and 
Love Thinks is under no obligation to issue such refunds until Love Thinks has received and 
inspected the returned materials and reasonably determined that they are, in fact, in their original 
and unused condition. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by Love Thinks, the Fees for any other 
Furnished Materials are final and not eligible for refunds of any kind. 
 

2.5 Limitation of Liability; Disclaimer of Warranties 
Love Thinks excludes all liability to the Church in contract, tort (including negligence) or otherwise, 
under any circumstance for any consequential, special, punitive, or indirect losses or damages of 
any kind, or for any lost profits or opportunities. Love Thinks limits its aggregate liability to the 
Church in connection with this agreement to the amount of the Fee. 
 
Except as set forth herein, the services and materials provided by Love Thinks hereunder are 
provided “as is” and Love Thinks expressly disclaims all representations, warranties or conditions 
of any kind, express or implied, including without limitation the implied warranties of title, non-
infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, and the Church agrees that all 
such other representations and warranties that are not provided in this agreement are hereby 
excluded and disclaimed. 
 
2.6. Term and Termination 
This Agreement begins on the Effective Date and, unless earlier terminated pursuant to this 
Agreement, the copyright restrictions for the Church continue indefinitely. The responsibilities of 
Love Thinks continues until the Purpose has been completed (the “Term”); provided, however, 
that Love Thinks shall be under no obligation to provide or make Furnished Materials accessible 
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after six (6) months following the Effective Date, unless otherwise agreed in writing by Love 
Thinks.  

 
2.7. Dispute and Jurisdiction 
This Agreement will be governed in accordance with the laws of California. The Parties each 
irrevocably submit to venue and exclusive personal jurisdiction in the federal and state courts in 
Orange County, California, for any dispute arising out of this Agreement, and waive all objections 
to jurisdiction and venue of such courts.  
 

2.8. Entire Agreement 
This Agreement, together with all associated exhibits, which are incorporated by this reference, 
constitute the complete and final agreement of the Parties pertaining to the subject matter herein 
and supersede the Parties’ prior agreements, understandings and discussions relating to the 
subject matter.  No modification of this Agreement is binding unless it is in writing and signed by 
Love Thinks and the Church.  This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, 
each of which will be deemed to be an original but all of which together will constitute one and the 
same instrument. 

 
2.9. Miscellaneous 

1. Any provision in this Agreement may be waived, but only in writing signed by the Party or 
Parties against whom such waiver is sought to be enforced.  The failure of either Party to 
enforce or delay in enforcing rights hereunder will not be deemed a continuing waiver or 
modification of this Agreement.  In the event that any term or provision of this Agreement 
will be held invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, such invalidity, illegality or 
unenforceability will not affect any other term or provision hereof, and the Parties agree 
thereafter to use their best efforts to substitute a provision of similar economic intent and 
effect. 

2. This Agreement may not be assigned by the Church without the prior written consent of 
Love Thinks, which consent will not be unreasonably withheld.  Subject to the foregoing, 
this Agreement will be binding upon and will inure to the benefit of the Parties and their 
respective successors and assigns. 

3. Love Thinks and the Church are independent contractors, and each Party will act as an 
independent contractor and not as an agent of the other Party.   

4. Any notice under this Agreement given by a Party to the other Party will be in writing and 
will be sent to the intended recipient by email, registered letter or receipted commercial 
courier at the address(es) set forth on the signature page of this Agreement.  Either Party 
may change its address for notices by delivery of written notice in accordance with this 
Section. 

5. The terms of this Agreement are confidential to the Parties and neither Party may, without 
the prior consent of the other, disclose those terms to a third party. 

6. The Church agrees to abide by the requirements and pledges of the RAM Series 
Explanation of Policies unless otherwise agreed in writing by Love Thinks, which are 
attached hereto as Exhibit A.  
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties hereto has caused this Agreement to 
be executed by a duly authorized representative of such party as of the date first above 
written. 

 

Love Thinks                                                         Church 

                      

By:                                                                  By:                                          

Print:                                                               Print:                                          

Title:                                                                 Title:                                         

Date:                                                               Date:                                          

Address for Notices:                                        Address for Notices: 
 
info@lovethinks.com 
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EXHIBIT A: RAM SERIES EXPLANATION OF POLICIES 

We are thrilled for you to use the RAM Series materials for your church. We have what we believe 
to be a win-win approach where our relationship series can be personalized to your specific 
ministry—we just ask that you honor some basic requirements and pledges.   

Essentially, there are five requirements for the RAM Series materials: 

1. If you involve the singles and/or couples life group studies, we ask that each participant use 
the RAM Series Discussion Guides along with the video streamed sessions. 

2. If you involve the High School youth, we ask that each student use the RAM Series Discussion 
Guides and youth leaders use the youth lesson plans along with the videos from the singles study. 

3. If you include the Middle School youth in this series, we ask that your ministry teams use the 
6-lesson RAM Series lesson plans/videos for middle school classes. 

4. If you include the elementary children in this series, we ask that your ministry teams use the 
6-lesson RAM Series lesson plans/videos for elementary classes. 

5. If you include a sermon series, we ask that you use the 6 sermon outlines/manuscripts in the 
RAM Series: Church Manual as the basis and framework of your messages. 

There are four ways that these materials are designed to be personalized to fit your ministry 
needs: 

1. We allow the Communications leadership in your church to create a title and look for this series, 
and your Pastor to take the sermon manuscripts in the RAM Series Manual and adapt them as 
God directs with personal alterations to outlines, illustrations, Scripture passages and points of 
emphasis that Pastors believe will meet the ministry needs of their people. They have the freedom 
to do this as long as they retain the Relationship Attachment Model (RAM) as the framework of 
their series, and the integrity of the concepts about the RAM that are contained in the six sermon 
manuscripts. 

2. We know that youth leaders will also want to have a dynamic involvement in the facilitating of 
this series. We have written lesson plans and video tutorials that allow youth leaders to be the 
primary facilitators of large group discussions and coordinate small group breakouts. These 
lesson plans also include the placement of the video clips from the singles study videos in each 
of the six lessons. 

3. We know that some children’s ministry teams may want to add additional activities, songs 
and/or interaction questions. We allow this flexibility so that they can best meet the needs of their 
kids. However, both the elementary and the Middle School RAM Series curricula has videos, 
small group questions, and activities and games (elementary has a RAM Game board that they 
play). 

4. The life group studies have a flexible format that allows them to be used in several settings and 
formats. Each lesson has a 15-20-minute video that is followed by 1- to 1.5-hour discussion 
generated by the questions in the Discussion Guides. These Discussion Guides also provide 
guidance for how to facilitate home groups and smaller classes, while additional lesson plans are 
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provided to explain how to format and facilitate larger group settings with small breakout 
discussion groups.  

We ask that you pledge to honor the intellectual property of this series in six ways. 

1. What makes the RAM Series materials unique is that they are a Biblical and practical 
application of the Relationship Attachment Model (RAM). Because this model is both copyrighted 
and trademarked ( 1987, 1998; Relationship Attachment Model TM 1998), and because it has 
been used in all Love Thinks programs, courses and books since 1998, any and all uses of the 
RAM, the explanations and content based on the RAM (including your sermon manuscripts) 
are restricted to be used only during the RAM Series and not shared, copied, re-used or otherwise 
distributed unless by written permission from Love Thinks.  

2. During the series, churches may ask permission to create content and/or graphics (e.g. visual 
graphic of the RAM chart). However, this permission given to the church is only for using these 
content/graphics within the RAM Series. The ownership of the content and graphics related to the 
RAM and the content of RAM Series continue to belong to Love Thinks, LLC and not the church 
or any of its members. Any additional use must be granted by written permission. 

3. We greatly appreciate churches and leaders telling others about this series. However, we 
restrict the sharing of any and all materials related to the series without written permission. This 
includes not sharing with others the sermon manuscripts that were created for this series with 
anyone or any church outside of your church without written permission from Love Thinks. 
However, many churches continue to offer the small group studies in church and community 
settings (as outreach). Arrangements for this can be made by contacting Info@LoveThinks.com. 

4. We ask that you use the RAM Series sermon manuscript examples of how to credit the RAM 
and the RAM series content to Dr. John Van Epp. However, we also ask that you provide a 
statement about licensing the RAM series whenever you put video or audio copies of your 
sermons online. We provide a 7-second animated logo with copyright and licensing information 
that can be easily edited into your video somewhere before each message from the RAM Series 
(this is on the RAM Series All Ministry Teams Platform). It can be used with or without the sound. 
An audio version is available and can be included in the intro of podcasts and other audio versions 
of the messages from the RAM Series. 

If you have a short, written description of the series online with your videos or audios, we ask that 
you add this statement: "The following messages are licensed presentations of the RAM series. 
Any unlicensed use of the RAM or the content of the RAM series is strictly prohibited. Go to 
www.RAMseries.com for information about licensing." 

5. We restrict any sales of any portion or the whole of the RAM Series. 

6. We restrict any written, video or any and all derivative works of the RAM or content from the 
RAM Series. 

We love that Pastors and their people are excited to talk with others about this series! However, 
we greatly appreciate your understanding in our attempts to provide clarity about this series and 
limit any unlawful sharing of its content! Thank you in advance for bringing this series to your 
people and community, and for your support of our work. 


